STAFF BOOK PICKS January 2017

Allie’s Pick
Devil’s Line
By Ryo Hanada
Genre: Manga; Horror; Romance
Formats available: Print
Location: F DEVILS GRAPHIC
Great new series for manga lovers!!! This is one of those books I picked up on a whim
and was pleasantly surprised by how good it was. Tsukasa, a college student living in
Tokyo, is attacked one night by a devil , or vampire (the terms seem interchangeable in
this story), but is rescued by Anzai, a half-devil himself and a member of a secret police
task force that specializes in crimes involving devils. After Tsukasa’s rescue they begin
to form a friendship which inevitably leads them to wanting something more, which
seems to be practically impossible.
Now this might sound a bit like Twilight (and I would recommend it to Twilight fans), but
give it a chance. It has a much darker and more realistic feel, and the romance is less
“all-consuming” and much more simple and relatable.

Lisa’s Pick
A Monster Calls
By Patrick Ness
Genre: Juvenile Fantasy
Formats available: Print; eBook
Location: J NESS RCYRB; Axis 360; ADML/Overdrive

Don’t let the “J” call # keep you from reading this book! Anyone who has ever experienced
a loss of a loved one will relate to this beautiful, haunting story. Even the artwork is
unforgettable. Hands down one of the best, most emotional books I’ve ever read. A MUST
READ!
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Georgia’s Pick
Gone with the Wind
By Margaret Mitchell
Genre: Classic; Historical Fiction
Formats available: Hardback
Location: F MITCHELL

A Civil War masterpiece! This sweeping novel covers before, during, and after the war,
focusing on Scarlett O’Hara and Rhett Butler

Sharina’s Pick
Alanna: The First Adventure
By Tamora Pierce
Genre: YA Fantasy
Formats available: Paperback
Location: PBYA PIERCE
Alan of Trebond has a secret. He is really Alanna. As a girl Alanna is expected to go to the
convent and learn to sew and curtsy. She doesn’t want to. Instead she switches places
with her twin, Thom, who wants to learn magic. Alanna is forced to keep her gender a
secret as she does what she’s always wanted to: be a knight.
I fell in love with this series and still do after almost 10 yrs. This is the first series in
Pierce’s world of Tortall. Next is the Immortals series, then The Protector of the small, and
then the Daughters of the Lioness series. There is also a prequel called the Beka Cooper
series.
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What Alice Forgot
By Liane Moriarty
Genre: Fiction
Formats available: Hardback; eBook
Location: F MORIARTY; Axis 360; ADML/Overdrive
Another of my favorite authors! Check out ALL of her books!
This author has a true sense of Today’s lifestyles. Alice awakes from a fall to find she’s
married with children, but can’t remember the last 10 years. She’s madly in love with her
husband—so how has it all gone wrong?

Cheryl’s Pick
The White Giraffe
By Lauren St. John
Genre: Children’s Fiction
Formats available: Hardback; Paperback; CD Book
Location: J STJOHN
Martine must move to a wildlife reserve where she searches to find a mythical white
giraffe. Read the others in the Legend of the Animal Healer series!

John’s Pick
The Ghosts of Belfast
By Stuart Neville
Genre: Mystery; Thriller
Formats available: Large Print
Location: F NEVILLE LGPRINT
The Ghosts of Belfast was Neville’s first novel. It is a true thriller, from start to finish—and
not for the faint-hearted. Set in Northern Ireland as “the troubles” between Catholics,
Protestants, and the British are winding down, there are still Irish rebels who are bitter, as
well as politically corrupt. Gerry Fegan is haunted by the ghosts of 12 people he killed. In
order to appease his victims, he must kill the men who gave him his orders. In the midst of
this brutality, Fegan falls in love with a woman who has a young daughter, both outcasts
from their Irish families. The book is a true nail-biter to the end.
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The Perks of Being a Wallflower
By Stephen Chbosky
Genre: YA Fiction
Formats available: Paperback; eBook
Location: PBYA CHBOSKY; Axis 360
A book with complex, changing characters and lots of learning. Charlie embarks on a
journey to fix himself and discover how love works. What he learns is important for all
young people to learn.

Robyn’s Pick
Sea of Shadows
By Kelley Armstrong
Genre: YA Fantasy
Formats available: Hardback; eBook
Location: F ARMSTRONG YA; Axis 360
Twin Sisters Ashyn and Moria take on a journey to save their village from vengeful spirits
and mythical beasts. Armstrong has once again created interesting characters in a
fantastical world with yet another enjoyable series.

Lori’s Pick
Paranoia
By Joseph Finder
Genre: Thriller
Formats available: Hardback
Location: F FINDER
Joseph Finder does an excellent job of writing excellent corporate thrillers you can’t put
down. “Paranoia” is no exception. Adam Cassidy is recruited to be a spy of a rival high-tech
firm. He enjoys a perfect life until a nightmare sets in… he’s in over his head and his life is at
risk.
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Will’s Pick
Graceling
By Kristin Cashore
Genre: YA Fantasy
Formats available: Hardback; eBook; eAudiobook
Location: F CASHORE; Axis 360; ADML/Overdrive
A MUST READ! Cashore has created an interesting and complex world. With strong and
nuanced characters, as well as amazing action scenes, this book has something for
everyone. A great YA read!
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